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Abstract: A local scale Aerothermodynamic Generic Cycle Model (AGCM) is proposed. The AGCM
accounts for several improvements not considered in similar models, such as compressor bleed
extraction for aircraft Environmental Control System (ECS), parasitic shaft power extraction, and the
enthalpy of the fuel entering the combustor. The AGCM is intended for steady-state Design Point (DP)
and Off-Design (OD) performance analyses. The underlying physics is presented for the DP model.
The turbomachinery component maps scaling and the system of nonlinear equations necessary
to define the OD model are thoroughly discussed. The AGCM is compared with an equivalent
model developed in the Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS). The comparisons were
performed considering a DP envisioned to approximate a General Electric CF34-8C5B1 engine.
The average errors found in these comparisons for the Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC) and net
thrust were −0.111% and 0.193%, respectively. Finally, the predictions of the absolute levels of
performance intended for the -8C5B1 engine are compared with empirical correlations derived from
a comprehensive turbofan engine database. It was found that the predictions of the AGCM are in
agreement with the empirical correlations; the errors found in SFC and net thrust at cruise flight
condition were −0.43% and 2.06%, respectively.

Keywords: gas turbine engines; SFC; generic model; NPSS; CF34-8C5B1

1. Introduction

Simulation models of Gas Turbine Engines (GTEs) are key tools that predict their
performance characteristics. For aero-propulsion applications, Fn and the Specific Fuel
Consumption (SFC), are of utmost significance.

Several multidisciplinary studies for aircraft and engine models have been pursued in
the Laboratory of Applied Research in Active Control, Avionics and AeroServoElasticity
(LARCASE) [1]. Regarding engine models, the LARCASE has explored techniques, such as
system identification [2,3], empirical equations [4], component level modeling [5], neural
networks [6,7], etc., to predict the Fn and SFC for real engines, such as the Rolls-Royce
AE3007C and the General Electric (GE) CF34-8C5B1.

Although novel methods have been explored, physics-based models are the ones most
commonly used to predict the performance of GTEs. According to the literature review,
the first computer physics-based simulation models date from the late 1960s and early
1970s [8–10]. Indeed, the offer of physics-based models has become ample over the years
mainly due to the significant boost in computing capabilities.

Nowadays, robust and accurate physics-based models are typically developed on
high-fidelity platforms such as the Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) [11],
GasTurb [12], GSP [13], and PROOSIS [14,15]. On the other hand, it is worth noting the
progress made at Local Scale (LS), i.e., universities and research laboratories, to generate
their own high-fidelity models for systematic research. For example, GSP and PROOSIS,
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before becoming professional commercial platforms, were developed at universities, such
as the Technical University Delft (Delft, Netherlands) and the National Technical Univer-
sity of Athens (Athens, Greece), respectively. Other LS models found in the literature
review include TSHAFT (U. of Padova, Padova, Italy) [16], Onyx (U. Toledo, Toledo, OH,
USA) [17], T-MATS (NASA, Cleveland, OH, USA) [18], and C-MAPSS (NASA, Cleveland,
OH, USA) [19]. Most of these LS models are available to a limited audience; at the moment
of submitting this manuscript, only T-MATS [18] is available to the general public, free
of charge.

An accurate physics-based GTE model for propulsion must account for the variation of
the thermodynamic properties of the gas (air and combustion products) with P and T, and
its composition, e.g., Water-to-Air Ratio (WAR) and Fuel-to-Air Ratio (FAR). Additionally, as
the gas path flows in GTEs occur at high-speed, the compressibility effects in the thermody-
namic properties must also be considered. Furthermore, the models must account for other
effects that will take place during real operation, such as compressor bleed and shaft power
extraction, which are of paramount importance to satisfy aircraft operational needs, e.g.,
the bleed extraction is used to supply the aircraft’s Environmental Control System (ECS).
Additionally, cooling flow for the engine’s hot section (combustor and turbines) needs to
be considered. On top of these characteristics, robust GTE aerothermodynamic models
consider the capability to model Design Point (DP) and Off-Design (OD) performance.

The DP performance analyses are of interest during preliminary engine design phases
when sizing the optimal engine. Several engine design characteristics are assessed to
optimize the thermodynamic cycle based on technology limitations (e.g., materials, aerody-
namics, cooling, etc.). Moreover, DP analyses are also suitable when aiming to approximate
the aerothermodynamic DP of an engine already designed and built (as discussed later in
this work).

Once the engine DP is fixed, and thus, the engine has been sized (i.e., the frontal
and exhaust areas of the engine are known), it is crucial to understand its performance
at different power settings ‘off’ from the DP, hence, the term ‘Off-Design’. Given that, in
real operation, the propulsion engine is subjected to different power regimes (e.g., take-
off, climb, cruise, idle, etc.) throughout its flight envelope, an OD model is needed to
characterize its performance in such regimes.

In this paper, an Aerothermodynamic Generic Cycle Model (AGCM) is proposed first.
The AGCM was completely developed in-house at the LARCASE using Matlab, and it is
intended to run both DP and OD Steady-State (SS) simulations of GTEs for propulsion. The
AGCM can simulate both high-pressure compressor bleed and shaft power extractions,
the former is intended for ECS and turbine cooling, the latter satisfies aircraft and engine
parasitic power demands.

While some of the LS models in the literature review, e.g., C-MAPSS [19] and T-
MATS [20], suggest having the capability to account for compressor bleed extraction for
ECS, it is not explicitly considered in their results. Indeed, bleed extraction for ECS has a
significant penalty in SFC, given that the flow stream has already been compressed signifi-
cantly in the high-pressure compressor and then sent to the aircraft cabin, producing no
useful work within the engine. Similarly, shaft power extraction is not explicitly considered
in the examples provided in these references, which also has a significant impact on engine
performance (as discussed later in this work).

The AGCM also accounts for the hfuel entering the combustor. During real operation of
modern turbofan engines, the fuel is used for thermal management purposes (i.e., cooling
engine oil and aircraft components) before entering the combustor. The ∆hfuel increase due
to ∆Tfuel is significant, about 1% of the fuel Lower Heating Value (LHV), which directly
translates to a benefit in SFC of 1%. From the LS models mentioned above, it is not evident
they account for ∆hfuel either. However, it can be established that some of these models
completely disregarded ∆hfuel from their formulations, e.g., TSHAFT [16] and T-MATS [18].

The underlying thermodynamic calculations are developed for the AGCM-DP, and
then these thermodynamic calculations are integrated with turbomachinery Component
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Maps (CMs) and a quasi-Newton numerical method to build the AGCM-OD. To assess the
precision of the AGCM-OD, a comparison is made with an equivalent model programmed
using the NPSS.

It is believed that a benchmark comparison against similar model(s) is key to generate
credibility on any recent GTE model, although it is rarely encountered. Based on the litera-
ture review, few models have performed this benchmark comparison [14,18,21]; though,
their comparisons are presented for a handful data points. In [14], only two SS data points
(one at top of climb and other at sea-level static) are taken into account, whereas in [18,21],
a single take-off point is considered in each study.

This work considered the comparison between the AGCM and NPSS models for
a larger sample of points, comprising different flight conditions and power settings.
Additionally, pertinent statistics are provided for the errors found in relevant perfor-
mance parameters (e.g., SFC, Fn, Fg,pri, Fg,sec, NHcorr, etc.) which can be helpful for future
model comparisons.

Finally, the AGCM is used to approximate the aerothermodynamic DP of a mid-size
thrust engine, the GE CF34-85CB1. The assumptions of the DP are built based on a thorough
literature review. The DP is used to define an OD performance model for the -8C5B1 engine,
which is then compared with the empirical correlations proposed in [22]. These correlations
are derived from a comprehensive database of commercial turbofan engines.

2. Model Description

The turbofan engine configuration characterized by the AGCM represents a two-spool
separate exhaust turbofan engine (Figure 1). It is classified as a separate exhaust engine
because the primary and the secondary streams each have their own exhaust nozzle.

Figure 1. Turbofan model schematic.

In Figure 1, the High-Pressure (HP) spool is formed by the HP Compressor (HPC) and
the HP Turbine (HPT) connected by the same shaft. The Low-Pressure (LP) spool is given
by the fan and the LP Compressor (LPC) connected to the same shaft as the LP Turbine
(LPT). The turbofan engine also has a subsonic inlet, a single combustor, two convergent
nozzles (primary and secondary), and a transition duct (bypass-duct) between the fan and
the secondary nozzle. Moreover, the AGCM utilizes HPC bleed extraction for both ECS and
HPT cooling, as well as HP shaft power extraction for customer (i.e., aircraft) and engine
parasitic needs.

The nomenclature used herein to define a given parameter in the AGCM follows
the pattern given in Figure 1, in which a numerical subscript is added to the parameter
referring to a given station. For example, T0,040 is the total temperature at station 040 (i.e.,
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at the exit of the combustor),
.

m0,corr is the corrected flow entering the engine (i.e., at station
0 or the ambient free stream). Similar nomenclature can be devised for other parameters.

The proposed AGCM is considered a zero-dimensional SS model, where no spatial
and time-dependent variations in the thermodynamic properties of interest are consid-
ered; therefore, average thermodynamic properties at each station in Figure 1 are used.
Aerothermodynamic zero-dimensional models show great capabilities and are widely
used to address various GTEs problems: aircraft/engine optimization [23], specific engine
matching [24], emissions assessment [25], engine diagnostics [26,27], etc.

The thermodynamic calculations in the AGCM consider the air and combustion
products to behave as an ideal gas. Furthermore, to accurately calculate the thermodynamic
properties of the air and combustion products, a set of tables proposed in [28] were included
in the AGCM. The thermodynamic tables considered Φs from 0.0–1.0, WAR = 0.0 (i.e., dry
air), and a fuel hydro-carbon ratio of 2.0. The Φ is defined as the ratio of the actual FAR to
FARstoich, for example, Φ = 0.0 corresponds to dry air, and Φ = 1.0 to combustion products for
FARstoich. The T and P ranges for the tabulated values are between 360–5400 R (200–3000 K),
and 0.01–50 atmospheres, respectively. These tables also account for combustion products’
dissociation at high temperatures. The tabulated format is easy to use and inexpensive in
terms of computational resources.

The compressibility effects in the flow path are considered by means of total thermody-
namic properties (e.g., P0, T0, h0, etc.); however, the AGCM computes static properties (e.g.,
P, T, h, etc.) wherever flow areas are provided or calculated (e.g., engine inlet and nozzles
discharge). Finally, the AGCM uses the ICAO Standard Atmosphere (SA) model [29] to
compute P and T boundary conditions based on the geometric altitude.

2.1. Design Point Model

The aerothermodynamic calculations of each process in the AGCM-DP are presented
in Appendix A. The calculations are performed sequentially from left-to-right according to
Figure 1, first computing the secondary stream, then the primary stream. While most of the
calculations are straightforward, few iterative processes are required to determine some of
the unknowns (e.g., the FAR040 required to match T0,040, see Appendix A).

In the AGCM-DP, several characteristics that define the engine power (e.g.,
.

m0, β,
compressive system PRs, T0,040, etc.) must be defined. Additionally, the figures of merit
for the efficiency in each component must be specified (e.g., η, CV, ∆P/P, etc.). The
main outcome of the DP is the prediction of the high-level performance (Fn and SFC);
additionally, key information to size the engine is also obtained, i.e., nozzles’ exhaust areas
(A080 and A180).

The AGCM-DP could be used, mainly, for two purposes: (1) to explore different engine
thermodynamic cycle designs for new applications, and (2) to approximate the DPs of
engines already designed and built. In this paper, the latter purpose is pursued.

2.2. Aerothermodynamic Design Point

One of the objectives of this work is to use the proposed AGCM to approximate the
high-level performance of the CF34-8C5B1 engine. While any other engine approximation
would have worked for the purpose of the comparison in this work, the -8C5B1 is of
particular interest for LARCASE research.

The set of assumptions considered to approximate the DP of the CF34-8C5B1 engine
are listed in Tables 1–3. These assumptions have been established based on a thorough
literature review. The following paragraphs describe how these assumptions were obtained.
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Table 1. Top of Climb (TOC) assumptions.

Parameter Assumed Value

Altitude 35,000 ft (10,668 m)

MN 0.80

∆TICAO-SA 0.0 ◦F (0.0 ◦C)

Combustor exit temperature (T0,040) 2723.1 R (1512.8 K)

Fan PR 1.6

LPC PR 1.6

HPC PR 17.5

OPR 28.0

β 5.0

Engine Inlet mass flow
( .
m0 ) 177.11 lbm/s (80.34 kg/s)

LHVfuel 18,500 Btu/lbm (43,031 kJ/kg)

hfuel 176.0 Btu/lbm (409.4 kJ/kg)

Table 2. Design Point (DP) engine component assumptions.

Parameter Performance Metric Assumed Value

Adiabatic fan efficiency ηfan 0.887

Adiabatic LPC efficiency ηLPC 0.892

Adiabatic HPC efficiency ηHPC 0.861

Combustor efficiency ηComb 0.995

Adiabatic HPT efficiency ηHPT 0.924

Adiabatic LPT efficiency ηLPT 0.917

HP spool mechanical efficiency ηHP,mech 0.975

LP spool mechanical efficiency ηLP,mech 0.975

Inlet duct normalized pressure loss ∆P/Pinlet-duct 0.0

Bypass-duct normalized pressure loss ∆P/Pbypass-duct 0.0

Combustor pressure normalized pressure loss ∆P/PComb 0.06

Primary nozzle velocity coefficient CV,pri 0.945

Secondary nozzle velocity coefficient CV,sec 0.945

Primary nozzle flow coefficient CD,pri 1.0

Secondary nozzle flow coefficient CD,sec 1.0

Table 3. DP off-takes and cooling flow assumptions.

Parameter Performance Metric Assumed Value

HP parasitic shaft power extraction, hp (kW)
.
Ppar 155 (115.6)

HP customer shaft power extraction, hp (kW)
.
Pcust 0.0

ECS mass fraction (none) ψECS 0.0

HPT non-chargeable cooling mass fraction (none) ψcool 0.25

HPT non-chargeable cooling pressure fraction (none) Pf,cool 0.9364

HPT non-chargeable cooling work fraction (none) wf,cool 0.9686
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The aerothermodynamic DP considered in this work was assumed as the Top of Climb
(TOC) at Cruise (CR) altitude (see Table 1). The TOC is typically the DP considered for
commercial GTE aero-propulsion applications, given that is the condition at which the
highest Overall PR (OPR), rotational corrected speeds, and inlet corrected flow are expected
within the flight envelope [30].

The estimation of the maximum temperature of the thermodynamic cycle (i.e., T0,040) at
TOC was threefold. First, the Fn,CR was determined at the minimum SFC condition. Second,
the Fn,CR was scaled by 20% to determine the Fn corresponding to the TOC. The Fn,TOC
is about 20 [31,32]—30% [30] higher than that of CR; in this work, 20% was considered.
Third, the T0,040 associated with Fn,TOC was regarded as the throttle setting parameter (i.e.,
T0,040 = 2723.1 R, 1512.8 K) used to run the AGCM-DP.

The maximum PR for a single-stage fan is around 1.9 [32]; for this study, both the fan
tip and hub PRs were assumed to be equal to 1.6. While the CF34-8C5B1 does not have
an LPC [33], for modeling purposes in the AGCM, it was necessary to consider the fan tip
and hub PRs separately, thus the compression of the fan hub stream was assumed to be
performed by the LPC.

The β = 5.0 and the OPR = 28.0 values were obtained from the Original Engine
Manufacturer (OEM) data presented in [34]. It is worth noting that, for obvious proprietary
information reasons, the OEM does not specify to which flight condition both the β and
OPR correspond, however, it was assumed that these numbers are representative of the
engine aerothermodynamic DP. The HPC PR was obtained knowing that the OPR = PRHPC
* PRLPC * PRInlet-duct. The PRInlet-duct was set to 1.0 (i.e., ∆P/PInlet-duct = 0.0), the reason behind
this assumption is discussed later.

The estimation of the engine inlet total flow (
.

m0) was done considering the fan (tip
and hub) inlet D010A and MN010A, the former equal to 46.2 in (1.17 m) [34] and the latter
equal to 0.55 (average of the MN range (0.5–0.6) proposed in [35]). The estimated mass
flow entering the engine was 177.11 lbm/s (80.34 kg/s). From the mass continuity equation,
.

m0 =
.

m010A.
The LHVfuel is assumed to be 18,500 Btu/lbm (43,031 kJ/kg) per the OEM [33]. The hfuel

was computed based on the Tfuel estimated at the combustor inlet. According to [36], the
∆Tfuel when the engine is operating at high altitude could go to about 144 ◦F (80 ◦C), assum-
ing Tfuel in the tank equal to 68 ◦F (20 ◦C), and at the combustor inlet, Tfuel = 212 ◦F (100 ◦C).
A pressure average fuel enthalpy was calculated for JP-4 fuel in accordance with the infor-
mation presented in [37] based on Tfuel at the combustor inlet, obtaining hfuel = 176 Btu/lbm
(409.4 kJ/kg). The hfuel value represents 0.95% of the LHV, which is not negligible. A better
prediction of the

.
m f uel , and hence of the SFC, could be estimated when considering the

hfuel, as discussed in this paper. Otherwise, both
.

m f uel and SFC would be overpredicted by
about 1.0%, which is significant for high-fidelity simulations.

The adiabatic efficiencies (η) of the turbomachinery components (e.g., compressors
and turbines) were obtained from an engine design proposed by GE for the NASA Energy
Efficient Engine (EEE) [38]. This design was aimed for an engine intended to be introduced
in-service late 1980s to early 1990s. The CF34-8C5B1 obtained its FAA certification in
2002 [33], however it is believed that its design must have been conceived a decade earlier.
Given that both engine designs belonged to the same OEM, it is likely they share similar
technology (e.g., aerodynamics, cooling, materials, etc.).

The combustor efficiency (ηComb), it was also obtained from [38]. Regarding the
combustor pressure loss (∆P/P), it was assumed that the so-called ‘cold pressure loss’
played a dominant role in the overall pressure loss. Cold pressure loss is associated with
the combustor diffuser and liner. A typical cold pressure loss for annular combustors (such
as the one for the CF34-8C5B1 engine) is 6.0% [39].

As for the mechanical transmission efficiencies in both the HP and LP shafts, according
to [32], the power loss could be up to 5% of that being transmitted in the spool (due to
bearing friction and windage). An intermediate value of 2.5% was considered for both
transmission efficiencies, hence ηHP,mech, ηLP,mech = 0.975.
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Regarding the inlet and bypass ducts pressure losses, ∆P/P = 0.0 was assumed for
both, as the same engine power plant can be used in different aircraft applications; for
example, the CF34 engine is used in two aircraft applications: CRJ-700 and Embraer-170.
Depending on the airframer, both the inlet and bypass duct can present different ∆P/P’s,
thus it was assumed to use the uninstalled performance for DP purposes. However, the
installation effects are considered for the OD comparisons, as detailed later.

During DP calculations, the nozzles’ exit areas must be resized to match the exit
flow and the thermodynamic conditions, thus, the CD is intrinsically considered, and
therefore CD,pri, CD,sec = 1.0. Regarding the CV, in [40] it was found empirically that for
conic convergent nozzles, the CV is practically constant (CV = 0.945) in the range of PRs
1.3–1.8 (critical PR), thus CV,pri, CV,sec = 0.945.

Concerning the customer off-takes, such as ECS bleed extraction and HP shaft power
extraction, they were set to zero due to the same reasons as for the inlet and bypass ducts
∆P/P’s. The parasitic off-takes (i.e., those necessary for the engine operation), such as
parasitic power extraction for oil and fuel pumps, and HPC bleed extraction for turbine
cooling are presented in Table 3.

The parasitic power extraction from the HP shaft was considered as 155 hp (115.6 kW)
as in [33]. Regarding HPT cooling flow, 25% of the HPC flow was considered for cool-
ing [30]. The total of the cooling flow is assumed to be non-chargeable, i.e., it will be
reinstated to the main flow path upstream of the HPT (see Figure 1). Additionally, it
was assumed the extraction P matches the HPT inlet P. The fractions ψcool , Pf ,cool and
w f ,cool were set to meet the intended flow and to comply with the second law of thermody-
namics (e.g., s029

s025
≥ 1.0). The definitions of these fractions are presented in the compressor

calculations in Appendix A.

2.3. Off-Design Model

The AGCM-OD inherited the thermodynamic calculations from the -DP model. How-
ever, some adjustments were made in the way in which the calculations are executed. As
discussed previously, the DP calculations are rather straightforward, with few iterative
processes. However, OD performance calculations are iterative in nature; the main objective
during OD simulations is to obtain suitable operating points on each engine Component
Map (CM), such that the mass and energy conservation within the engine is observed.
At this stage in the AGCM, only turbomachinery CMs are considered (i.e., compressor
and turbines).

A turbomachinery CM comprises a series of correlations that relate the overall ther-
modynamic parameters to its rotational speed. These correlations are presented based
on corrected (or referred) parameters, which are a helpful tool to define a unique set of
correlations regardless of the Pin and Tin boundary conditions at which the turbomachinery
component is exposed. The corrected parameters are typically referred to as the Sea-Level
(SL) condition by means of Equations (1) and (2), in which Tstd = 518.67 R (288.15 K) and
Pstd = 14.696 psia (101.325 kPa).

θ =
T0

Tstd
(1)

δ =
P0

Pstd
(2)

The correlations defined in a typical compressor map are presented in Equations
(3)–(5). These correlations are functions of the Ncorr and R-lines, the latter are auxiliary
coordinates defined in a compressor map to uniquely define its operating point at a given
power-setting. It is worth mentioning that the auxiliary coordinate can be defined in several
ways, e.g., β-lines [41], however, for the compressor maps included in the AGCM, only R-
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lines were used. The definition of Ncorr is presented in Equation (6), in which θin represents
the dimensionless corrected temperature at the inlet of the compressor in question.

.
mcorr =

.
m
√

θ

δ
= f1(Ncorr, R− line) (3)

PR =
P0,out

P0,in
= f2(Ncorr, R− line) (4)

ηComp =
wideal
wreal

=
h0,in − h0,out−ideal

h0,in − h0,out−real
= f3(Ncorr, R− line) (5)

Ncorr =
N√
θin

(6)

For the turbine maps, the typical correlations are presented for the so-called Flow
Function (FF) and ηTurb, Equations (7) and (8); these correlations are functions of the inverse
of the PR (e.g., P0,in/P0,out) and the corrected turbine speed NP, Equation (9). The T0,in in
Equation (9) represents the total temperature of the turbine in question.

FF =

.
m
√

T0

P0
= g1(1/PR, NP) (7)

ηTurb =
wreal
wideal

=
h0,in − h0,out−real

h0,in − h0,out−ideal
= g2(1/PR, NP) (8)

NP =
N√
T0,in

(9)

In research work, it is highly likely that the turbomachinery CMs of the engine under
analysis are not known. Indeed, CMs are proprietary information owned by OEMs, and
thus are not broadly shared. However, researchers can cope with the lack of knowledge
about the turbomachinery of a specific engine by scaling a known set CMs.

The AGCM-OD model uses a linear scaling method to project the turbomachinery
CMs to represent engines of different sizes. In this scaling method, it is assumed that a
given parameter X in a CM at the DP preserves a constant relationship (i.e., scalar) to that
of the scaled application DP. The scalars are calculated by means of Equation (10), where X
can represent Ncorr, NP,

.
mcorr, FF, η. For the specific case of the PR, X = PR−1. Once the

scalars are calculated, they remain fixed throughout the analysis.

SX =
Xscaled,DP

Xknown,DP
(10)

To appropriately determine the operating points on each CM, the AGCM-OD uses an
iterative process in which n-independent parameters, represented by the n-vector x, are
varied such that Equation (11) holds. The m-vector ε in Equation (11) represents the mass
and energy imbalance errors, and the expression ‖·‖2 represents its Euclidian norm. Each
vector element εj is the error between the state and demand of a given yj in Equation (12).
In Equation (11), µ represents a convergence tolerance, which was set to µ = 1 × 10−5 in
the present study. The set of xi and yj defined in the -OD model is presented in Table 4.

‖ε(x)‖2 ≤ µ (11)

ε =
[
ε j, . . . , εm

]T j = 1, . . . m = 9
ε j =

ystate,j
ydemand,j

− 1
(12)
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Table 4. Aerothermodynamic Generic Cycle Model (AGCM) independent and dependent parameters.

i, j xi ystate,j ydemand,j

1
.

m0
.

mLPC,in
√

θ020
δ020

.
mSplitter,out(020)

√
θ020

δ020

2 β
.

mHPC,in
√

θ025
δ025

.
mLPC,out

√
θ025

δ025

3 Fan map R-line
.

mHPT,in
√

T0,041

P0,041

(
.

mComb,out+
.

m029)
√

T0,041

P0,041

4 LPC map R-line
.

mLPT,in
√

T0,046

P0,046

.
mHPT,out

√
T0,046

P0,046

5 HPC map R-line CD,080 A080 CD,080 A080, design

6 HPC map Ncorr
.

WHPT ηmech, HP
.

WHPC +
( .

Ppar +
.
Pcust

)
7

.
m f uel

.
m f an,in

√
θ120

δ120

.
mSplitter,out(120)

√
θ120

δ120

8 HPT map PR CD,180 A180 CD,180 A180,design

9 LPT map PR
.

WLPT ηmech, LP

( .
W f an +

.
WLPC

)

To find the solution vector x* that satisfies Equation (11), a series of iterations must be
performed. The attempt to find x* begins with an educated initial guess of the solution, x0,
then at the kth + 1 iteration, an improved value of x is computed by means of Equation (13),
in which p represents the step direction from the current iterate xk, and α stands for the step
size. The vector p is computed by solving a system of m = n nonlinear equations given by

Equation (14), in which J is an mxn square matrix that is composed by the
∂ε j
∂xi

, Equation (15).
α is nonnegative scalar computed by means on an inexact line search method.

xk+1 = xk + αkpk (13)

Jkpk = −εk (14)

J =


∂ε1
∂x1

· · · ∂ε1
∂xn

...
. . .

...
∂εm
∂x1

· · · ∂εm
∂xn

 i = 1, . . . n, j = 1, . . . , m (15)

For thermodynamic cycle modeling, calculating J in every kth iteration is a time-
consuming task, given that to compute the mth gradient, ∇εm (i.e., each row in J), the
calculations of the whole cycle model (see Appendix A) must be executed m + 1 times.

To improve the execution time in the kth + 1 iteration, the Jk + 1 in Equation (14)
is replaced by Bk + 1, the latter approximates the J precluding computing the ∇εj. The
numerical methods that make an approximation of J are called quasi-Newton or secant
methods. The Bk + 1 is computed by the so-called Broyden formulae [42], presented in
Equation (16). Bk + 1 is obtained by an inexpensive vector-matrix computation that depends
on Bk, ∆xk, and ∆εk, the latter two defined in Equations (17) and (18), respectively. In [43],
it is reported that the quasi-Newton method is, on average, 55% faster than a Matlab
‘off-the-shelf’ non-linear least square method.

Bk+1 = Bk +

(
∆εk − Bk∆xk

)
∆xkT

∆xkT∆xk (16)

∆xk = xk+1 − xk (17)

∆εk = εk+1 − εk (18)

Finally, it should be noted that for the quasi-Newton method implemented in the
AGCM-OD, J had to be calculated in the first iteration (i.e., J0) or when no sufficient
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progress towards the solution was made, as defined in Equation (19), in which τ has been
arbitrarily set to 0.10. The quasi-Newton numerical method algorithm programmed in the
AGCM is shown in Figure 2.

1− εk+1
2

εk2
≥ τ (19)

Figure 2. Quasi-Newton method iteration algorithm.

2.4. Model Comparison

To benchmark the precision of the AGCM-OD, a comparison was made with an equiva-
lent model programmed in the NPSS. To prevent any systematic bias in this comparison, the
NPSS model showed the same characteristics of the turbofan engine depicted in Figure 1;
additionally, the DP assumptions reflected in Tables 1–3 were also utilized in the NPSS
model. For the OD computation, both the NPSS and the AGCM used the same CMs
considering linear scaling. Finally, the NPSS model was run with the so-called ‘allFuel’
thermodynamic package, which according to [44], ‘is generally consistent’ with the US cus-
tomary units’ version of the thermodynamic tables provided by [28] and implemented in
the AGCM. A comparison was made to assess the alleged ‘consistency’ between these sets
of tables. Indeed, the absolute values for h and s are not the same between NPSS ‘allFuel’
(after the units’ conversion to SI) and [28], however, similar derivatives in h vs. T and s vs.
T were observed at constant P and Φ, i.e.,

(
∂h
∂T

)
P,Φ

and
(

∂s
∂T

)
P,Φ

. It should be noted that

for thermodynamic calculations, what matters is the ∆Z from the thermodynamic state A
to B, rather than the absolute values of Z in A and B. To perform a quantitative comparison
of these derivatives, the absolute levels of h and s from [28] were normalized relative to the
NPSS ‘allFuel’ tables utilizing the corrections shown in Table 5. The temperature used to
define the corrections was Tstd, and the corrections were invariant of P.
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Table 5. Thermodynamic properties corrections.

FAR Φ
∆h

Btu/lbm (kJ/kg)
∆s

Btu/lbm/R (kJ/kg/K)
∆γ

(None)
∆R

Btu/lbm/R (kJ/kg/K)

0.000000 0.00 −130.2 (−302.85) 0.053 (0.222) 0.000 0.000

0.016907 0.25 −455.0 (−1058.3) 0.066 (0.276) 0.000 0.000

0.033814 0.50 −769.1 (−1788.9) 0.072 (0.301) 0.000 0.000

0.050721 0.75 −1073.2 (−2496.3) 0.073 (0.305) 0.000 0.000

0.067628 1.00 −1364.7 (−3174.3) 0.065 (0.272) 0.000 0.000

The comparisons of the properties of interest (e.g., h, s, γ, R) between NPSS ‘allFuel’
and [28] after normalization are presented in Figure 3. The small errors shown in Figure 3
(less than±0.2% for 400≤ T ≤ 3000 R or 222.2≤ T ≤ 1666.7 K) indicate that the derivatives
between both sources of thermodynamic properties are alike, and thus consistent.

Figure 3. Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) ‘allFuel’ thermodynamic package vs. [28]
(P = 1.0 atm). (a) Φ = 0.0 (upper-left), (b) Φ = 0.25 (upper-right), (c) Φ = 0.50 (lower-left), (d) Φ = 0.75
(lower-right).

The comparison between the two OD models was done based on three representative
flight conditions, one on-ground and two in-flight, according to the conditions listed in
Table 6. The engine power setting parameter was considered as the NLcorr with steps of
∆NLcorr = 2.5%. At each flight condition, two temperature levels were considered, one
for ∆TICAO-SA = 0.0 ◦F (0.0 ◦C) and the other for a representative corner point tempera-
ture in turbofan commercial applications, e.g., ∆TICAO-SA = 27.0 ◦F (15.0 ◦C) for SL and
∆TICAO-SA = 18.0 ◦F (10.0 ◦C) for both flight conditions. In this comparison, the pressure
losses for the inlet and bypass ducts, as well as the bleed extraction for ECS were considered
and are discussed next.
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Table 6. Flight conditions for model comparison.

Parameter Ground Flight 1 Flight 2

Altitude, ft (m) SL 20,000 (6096) 35,000 (10,668)

MN, none 0.00 0.60 0.80

∆TICAO-SA, ◦F (◦C) 0.0 and +27 (+15) 0.0 and +18 (+10) 0.0 and +18 (+10)

NLcorr, % 50.0–100.0 57.5–100.0 67.5–100.0

For the inlet duct, the ∆P/Pinlet-duct = 0.34% was obtained from a relationship of ∆P/P
vs. MNTh presented in [35] assuming a MNTh = 0.70. Regarding the bypass duct, it was
assumed ∆P/Pbyapss-duct = 2.4% based on Equation (20) [31].

∆P
P bypass duct

=
0.05

(β + 1)0.4 (20)

The bleed extraction per engine was set to 1.32 lbm/min (0.60 kg/min) per passen-
ger [32]. The CF34-8C5B1 powers the CRJ-700; this aircraft has a capacity of 73 total passen-
gers (68 passengers plus 5 crew members) [45], and each plane is powered by two -8C5B1
engines. The calculated bleed extraction per engine was 48.18 lbm/min (21.85 kg/min).
The corresponding mass fraction was ψECS = 0.0272.

To define the PR at the extraction port (i.e., station 026 in Figure 1), it was assumed
that the bleed was extracted from the 6th stage (out of 10 compression stages), as in [33].
Additionally, assuming that each compression stage provides the same PR, and knowing
the HPC PR = 17.5 (see Table 1), then, at the 6th stage, the PR = 10.5. Finally, the Pf,ECS
and wf,ECS were set to 0.5758 and 0.7569, respectively. Similar to the fractions for HPT
cooling, Pf,ECS and wf,ECS were set to comply with the second law of thermodynamics (e.g.,
s026
s025
≥ 1.0).
It is worth mentioning that during real engine operation, the HPC bleed extraction

for ECS switches between intermediate pressure (6th stage, station 026 in Figure 1) and
compressor discharge (station 030 in Figure 1). For mid-to-high power operation, the bleed
is extracted from the former and at low power settings from the latter. In this work, on both
the AGCM and NPSS models, the ECS bleed was extracted from the intermediate pressure
port regardless of the power setting. The current version of the AGCM does not allow to
switch between pressure ports.

Lastly, the predictions of the CF34-8C5B1 obtained from the AGCM were compared
with the correlations proposed by [22]. Indeed, engine data is difficult to obtain for research
purpose unless there is a specific agreement with an OEM to obtain such data, otherwise
researchers rely on data publicly available. The correlations provided in [22] were used to
obtain a realistic reference to compare the high-level performance absolute values, such as
Fn and SFC, for the -8CB1 approximation. These correlations were derived from an engine
database of commercial turbofan engines; they provide average performance estimates
based on engine size (e.g., fan diameter) and power (e.g., thrust at take-off). The set of
correlations from [22] was adapted and are presented in Equations (21)–(27).

D f an(in) = 2 + 0.39
√

Fn,TKOF

(
lb f

)
(21)

Fn,CR

(
lb f

)
= 200 + 0.2 ∗ Fn,TKOF

(
lb f

)
(22)

.
mcorr(lbm/s) = 0.032 ∗ Fn,TKOF

(
lb f

)
(23)

β(none) = 3.2 + 0.01
√

Fn,TKOF

(
lb f

)
(24)
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OPR(none) = 11 + 0.082
√

Fn,TKOF

(
lb f

)
(25)

SFCTKOF

(
lbm/h/lb f

)
= 0.49− 0.0007

√
Fn,TKOF

(
lb f

)
(26)

SFCCR

(
lbm/h/lb f

)
= 0.8− 0.00096

√
Fn,TKOF

(
lb f

)
(27)

3. Results Discussion

The results discussion begins with the maximum temperature of the thermodynamic
cycle used in the DP, T0,040. According to Table 1, the T0,040 at TOC was 2723.1 R (1512.8 K).
It is of utmost importance to determine if this temperature is representative of the CF34-
8C5B1 engine.

The temperatures at the exit of the combustor are not typically available in the litera-
ture, except in wide ranges, thus the HPT inlet temperature (T0,041) was used as surrogate
for comparison. The T0,041 obtained in the present design was compared against its equiv-
alent temperature from [38], the former equal to 2384.7 R (1324.8 K) and the latter to
2799.3 R (1555.2 K). The observed ∆T0,041 between both designs, taking [38] as reference,
was −414.6 R (−230.4 K) which was deemed significant.

While both designs considered the same turbomachinery and combustor efficiencies,
there are differences in other assumptions that produced the significant gap in ∆T0,041. For
example, it was found that the differences in HPC PR and β were responsible for most
of the observed ∆T0,041. In [38], the HPC PR and β were set to 23.0 and 6.8, respectively,
whereas in this study, these parameters were equal to 17.5 and 5.0, respectively. The ∆HPC
PR and ∆β are equal to −31.4% and −26.0%, respectively.

Table 7 presents the contribution of HPC PR and β differences to the ∆T0,041, the former
contributes 55.8 R (31.0 K) and the latter 322.3 R (179.1 K), thus, the total contribution from
both is 378.1 R (210.1 K). These results suggest that when correcting for the HPC PR and β
differences, the T0,041 in the present study becomes significantly closer to the one in [38],
reducing ∆T0,041 to −36.5 R (−20.3 K). It was concluded that the T0,040 = 2723.1 R (1512.8 K)
used in this work was deemed reasonable based on the assumed HPC PR and β.

Table 7. Assumption differences vs. [38].

∆T0,041 (R) ∆T0,041 (K)

∆HPC PR = +31.4% 55.8 31.0

∆β = +26.0% 322.3 179.1

Total 378.1 210.1

The second part of our discussion is centered in the CMs scalars used to approximate
the CF34-8C5B1. The scalars presented in Table 8 were computed per Equation (10) based
on the DP approximation of the -8C5B1 engine and the DP of the CMs in the AGCM. It
should be noted that these CMs are intended for a bigger engine (i.e., higher rated thrust
and total corrected flow) than that of the CF34-C5B1.

The scalars represent a deviation in a parameter of the current map (e.g., η, PR, etc.)
to match the same parameter on the intended design (i.e., the CF34-8C5B1). When a
significant difference exists between the aforementioned parameters, the scalar tends to
deviate, significantly, from unity. For example, in the case of the corrected fan and HPC
flow scalar, the corrected flow estimated in these components for the CF34-8C5B1 at DP was
380.93 lbm/s (172.79 kg/s) and 51.31 lbm/s (23.27 kg/s), respectively, whereas the corrected
flow in the fan and HPC maps at DP were 1441.71 lbm/s (653.95 kg/s) and 123.57 lbm/s
(56.05 kg/s), respectively. Thus, the flow in the fan and HPC maps had to be reduced by
73.6% and 58.5%, respectively, to match the desired intent. As noted previously, researchers
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need to cope with the limited CMs data available, thus it is not uncommon to observe
scalars that deviate significantly from unity, e.g., [21].

Table 8. Turbomachinery components scaling factors (dimensionless).

Parameter Fan LPC HPC HPT LPT

Ncorr (compressors)
NP (turbines) 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 3.4719 1.5518

.
mcorr (compressors)

FF (turbines)
0.2642 0.4060 0.4152 0.6711 0.4871

PR 0.8863 0.8446 0.7132 0.8125 0.5996

η 1.0192 0.9945 1.0480 1.0022 1.0000

The comparison of the AGCM-OD and NPSS results is discussed next. The errors for
the high-level performance were computed, taking as reference the NPSS model. Figure 4
presents the errors for

.
m f uel , Fn, Fg,pri, Fg,sec,

.
m010A,corr, NHcorr,

.
WHP, and

.
WLP for the

‘Ground’ condition across engine power (i.e., NLcorr). This comparison comprises the
average values obtained from ∆TICAO-SA equal to 0.0 and +27 ◦F (+15 ◦C).

Figure 4. Average errors (∆TICAO-SA = 0.0 and +27 ◦F/+15 ◦C) vs. NLcorr (‘Ground’ condition).

In Figure 4, it is clear the errors are fairly distributed around zero, i.e., they do not
present an apparent correlation with NLcorr, which was expected, given that, as discussed
in Section 2.4, any systematic bias between models was deliberately precluded.

Next, the errors are compared for the different flight conditions considered in Table 6.
Figures 5–7 present the key statistics for the errors on each flight condition, which include
the average, ±t95σ, and Maximum Absolute Error (MAE). It is worth noting that the SFC
comparison was computed at constant Fn, in contrast to the other parameters (e.g., Fn,

.
m f uel ,

etc.), for which the errors were calculated at constant NLcorr. The statistics were computed
throughout the NLcorr power range considering both temperature levels on each flight
condition, thus the sample sizes for ‘Ground’, ‘Flight 1’, and ‘Flight 2’ were n = 42, n = 36,
n = 28, respectively. The value of ±t95σ is a measure of the model precision, i.e., 95% of the
computed errors should fall within this range. The t95 value is a suitable statistic for a small
sample size, e.g., n ≤ 30. For large samples, the t95 approaches asymptotically to 2.0, i.e.,
the value of a normal distribution. The corresponding t95 values for these conditions were
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2.018, 2.028, and 2.048, respectively. The σ corresponds to the sample standard deviation of
the errors. The MAE is a measure of the extreme error found in the comparison, and which,
as noted in Figures 5–7, can be outside the ±t95σ range.

Figure 5. ‘Ground’ condition error statistics (n = 42).

Figure 6. ‘Flight 1’ condition error statistics (n = 36).
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Figure 7. ‘Flight 2’ condition error statistics (n = 28).

Overall, the errors observed in Figures 5–7 are considered small and acceptable; for
example, the average SFC and Fn for the three flight conditions in Table 6 were −0.111%
and 0.193%, respectively. The highest ±t95σ and MAE values were observed for Fn at the
‘Flight 1’ condition, which is explained by the small absolute values Fn obtained at low
power conditions. For example, at NLcorr = 57.5% and ∆TICAO-SA = 0.0 ◦F (0.0 ◦C), the
Fn = 314.8 lbf (1400.3 N), thus 1.0% of Fn is 3.1 lbf (14 N).

The errors shown in these comparisons could be used as a reference to compare
(or validate) aerothermodynamic cycle models for propulsion, given that, as mentioned
previously, the comparisons found in similar models [14,18,21] do not consider all the
parameters shown in Figures 5–7, in particular SFC. Moreover, the comparisons in the
aforementioned references rely on limited data points, e.g., two data points (SLS and TOC)
in [14], and a single take-off data point in [18,21].

While the comparisons between models shown hitherto have considered all the mod-
eling characteristics that differentiate the AGCM from other LS models, e.g., ECS bleed
extraction, HP shaft power extraction, and hfuel, these comparisons do not provide informa-
tion about the impact of these factors on the overall performance; this is addressed next.
Table 9 summarizes the impact of not considering these factors. The figures in this table
were computed taking as reference the scenario in which these three factors are considered,
i.e., ψECS = 0.0272,

.
Ppar = 155.0 hp (115.6 kW), and hfuel = 176 Btu/lbm (409.4 kJ/kg).

Table 9. ψECS,
.
Ppara, hfuel impact on performance.

Parameter ∆Fn (%) ∆SFC (%)

∆ψECS = −0.0272 0.67 –3.59

∆
.
Ppar = −155.0 hp (–115.6 kW) 0.10 –1.53

∆hfuel = –176 Btu/lbm (–409.4 kJ/kg) 0.02 0.97

Table 9 shows that the ∆SFCs are significant. For example, ignoring, deliberately or
by omission, both the ECS bleed and HP shaft power extractions, i.e., ψECS = 0.0 and
.
Ppar = 0.0, the SFC predictions would improve by 3.59% and 1.53%, respectively. These
overly optimistic figures could be a cause of trouble when simulating, for example, the fuel
consumption throughout an aircraft’s flight mission. Additionally, neglecting the hfuel effect,
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the SFC would be incorrectly penalized by 0.97%, which is also a significant figure. When
the fuel is used for thermal management purposes, the simulations should take credit for
the SFC improvement due to the increased hfuel.

It is worth mentioning that there could be scenarios in which some of these assump-
tions could be disregarded, for example, ECS bleed extraction is not considered for unin-
stalled performance predictions (as discussed later in this work), or when simulating an
engine in a test cell stand. However, it is better to have a model that could consider them
whenever necessary rather than not at all.

The final part of the discussion results is focused on the CF34-8C5B1’s absolute levels
of performance predicted by the AGCM compared to those of the correlations provided
in [22]. It should be noted that several drawbacks arise when these correlations are used; for
example, one cannot be certain which flight conditions (e.g., altitude, MN¸ ∆TICAO-SA) and
assumptions (e.g., installed vs. uninstalled) were used to define the engine performance
data from which these correlations were derived.

In the case of the AGCM predictions, uninstalled performance was considered (i.e.,
no ECS bleed extraction, and 100% recovery for inlet and bypass ducts). The TKOF
flight condition was set to SL static (MN = 0.0), ∆TICAO-SA = 0.0 ◦F (0.0 ◦C), and the Fn
was set equal to the CF34-8C5B1 Normal Take-Off thrust rating, i.e., Fn,TKOF = 12,670 lbf
(56,359 N) [33]. In the case of CR, the altitude and MN were the same as ‘Flight 2’ in
Table 6 with ∆TICAO-SA = 0.0 ◦F (0.0 ◦C). The Fn setting at CR was set as the correspond-
ing to NLcorr = 100.0%, i.e., Fn,CR = 2790.4 lbf (12,412.3 N). The correlations presented in
Equations (21)–(27) were evaluated at Fn,TKOF = 12,670 lbf (56,359 N).

The comparison of the -8C5B1 predictions by the AGCM and those of the correlations
in [22] are presented in Table 10. It should be noted that for the AGCM, Dfan is not obtained
from computation, but instead is an input used to define

.
m0 in Table 1. The Dfan obtained

from the correlations agrees with the value used in the model calculations (∆Dfan = 0.65%).

Moreover, the small error in
.

mcorr (
.

∆mcorr = 3.86%) is linked to the Dfan considered in the
AGCM calculations.

Table 10. Performance absolute levels comparison (CF34-8C5B1 engine prediction, AGCM vs. [22]).

Parameter AGCM Ref. [22] ∆ (%)

Dfan, in (m) 46.2 (1.173) 45.90 (1.165) 0.65
.

mcorr, lbm/s (kg/s) 421.08 (191.0) 405.44 (183.9) 3.86

β, none 5.18 4.33 19.63

OPR, none 23.83 20.23 17.80

Fn,CR, lbf (N) 2790.44 (12,412.4) 2734 (12,161.4) 2.06

SFCCR, lbm/h/lbf (kg/h/N) 0.6889 (0.07025) 0.6919 (0.07056) −0.43

SFCTKOF, lbm/h/lbf (kg/h/N) 0.3592 (0.03663) 0.4112 (0.04193) −12.65

The errors for β, OPR, and SFCTKOF seem contrasting compared to other parameters,
although, when comparing their absolute values with the individual data points from
which the correlations were derived (see Figure 8), the predictions of the AGCM are well
within the family of data points. In other words, other data points in the population show
similar or even higher errors relative to the correlation line.
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Figure 8. Performance comparison, Aerothermodynamic Generic Cycle Model (AGCM) vs. [22]. (a) β
vs. Fn,TKOF, (b) OPR vs. Fn,TKOF, (c) SFCTKOF vs. Fn,TKOF, (d) SFCCR vs. Fn,TKOF.

Regarding the SFCTKOF, it can be observed in (Figure 8c) that the sample of data points
is 35% smaller and has a greater scatter than that of SFCCR (Figure 8d); thus a higher error
is expected in the former. Nonetheless, the AGCM predictions for SFCTKOF are within the
cluster of points grouped between Fn: 5700–14,200 lbf (25.4–63.2 × 103 N) in Figure 8c,
suggesting that this prediction is within expectations.

Concerning the errors in Fn,CR and SFCCR, these are considered small and acceptable;
in the case of the latter, Figure 8d shows its good agreement with the correlation line.
Finally, according to the OEM specifications in [34], the SFCCR is quoted as 0.67 lbm/h/lbf
(0.0683 kg/h/N). The error relative to this specification is 2.8%, which was also consid-
ered acceptable.

The results obtained throughout this work suggest that the DP assumptions, CMs
scalars, and high-fidelity aerothermodynamic modeling of the AGCM seem to reasonably
approximate the absolute levels of performance expected of an engine of the size and thrust
of a CF34-8C5B1.

4. Conclusions and Final Remarks

The high-fidelity AGCM presented in this work is able to perform both DP and OD
performance calculations accounting for effects such as compressor bleed extraction for
aircraft ECS, shaft power extraction, and sensible enthalpy of the liquid fuel entering the
combustor. These improved features are not explicitly encountered in similar LS models in
the literature.

The AGCM presented in this work was compared with an equivalent model pro-
grammed in the high-fidelity platform NPSS, the average errors for the SFC and Fn found
in this comparison were −0.111 and 0.193%, respectively. The statistics reported in this
paper could serve as a reference for similar comparisons of other GTE aerothermodynamic
models for propulsion.

The set of DP assumptions considered to approximate the CF34-8C5B1 engine and the
turbomachinery scalars resulted in performance absolute value predictions that were con-
sidered in agreement with the expectations derived from empirical correlations. The errors
for the SFC and Fn at cruise conditions were −0.43% and 2.06%, respectively. Moreover,
the error in the SFC at cruise with respect to that reported by the OEM was 2.8%.
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Lastly, it is expected that the results from this research will be used in the future to
perform systematic research in GTE at the LARCASE. Specifically, to match the AGCM
results to the CF34-8C5B1 engine data obtained from a high-fidelity Level D flight simulator,
manufactured by CAE Inc. and located at the LARCASE.
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Nomenclature

A flow area Greek letters
c speed of sound α step size
B mxn Broyden matrix β bypass ratio
CD flow coefficient θ dimensionless temperature
Cp specific heat at constant pressure δ dimensionless pressure
Cv specific heat at constant volume η efficiency
CV velocity coefficient ∆ difference
D Diameter Φ equivalence ratio
FAR Fuel-to-Air Ratio ψ mass flow bleed fraction
Fg gross thrust λs numerical tolerance
FF Flow Function τ error function improvement tolerance
Fn net thrust γ specific heat ratio
Fram ram drag σ standard deviation
h specific enthalpy µ convergence tolerance
J mxn Jacobian matrix ε m-vector of errors
LHV Lower Heating Value of the fuel ρ density
maxIt maximum number of iterations ζ thermodynamic state
.

m mass flow Γ
scrubbing drag due to external engine
wet surfaces

MFP Mass Flow Parameter Subscripts
MN Mach Number bleed at bleed extraction port
n sample size cool cooling
N rotational speed Comp compressor
Ncorr corrected rotational speed for a compressor Comb combustor
NLcorr corrected rotational speed for the LP spool corr corrected
NHcorr corrected rotational speed for the HP spool cust customer (i.e., aircraft)
NP corrected rotational speed for a turbine demand demand of dependent parameter

http://larcase.etsmtl.ca
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p step direction m-vector fuel
parameter associated with the fuel
entering the combustor

P pressure ideal corresponding to ideal process
Pf pressure bleed fraction in at the inlet of an engine component
PR Pressure Ratio (i.e., PR = P0,out/P0,in) mech mechanical transmission
.
P shaft power extraction par parasitic
.

Qnet net heat transfer pri engine primary stream
R gas constant out at the exit of an engine component
R-line auxiliary coordinate real corresponding to real process
s specific entropy sec engine secondary (or bypass) stream
S scaling factor stoich stoichiometric
SFC Specific Fuel Consumption state state of the dependent parameter
t95 inverse of student’s t distribution (95% confidence) std standard day condition
T Temperature Th inlet duct throat
V flow velocity Turb turbine

w specific work (i.e., work per unit mass) 0
representing a total (or stagnation)
thermodynamic property (e.g., h0, T0, P0)

wf work bleed fraction
WAR Water-to-Air Ratio

.
W shaft power
x n-vector of independent parameters
x* solution n-vector
X generic map parameter
y m-vector of dependent parameters
Z generic thermodynamic property (e.g., T, P, h, etc.)

Appendix A

Table A1 summarizes the modeling of the aerothermodynamics processes that occur
in the turbofan engine depicted in Figure 1. These calculations are intended for the -DP
model, however, the reader might deduce the changes that need to take place for the -OD
based on the information presented in Section 2.3. The ‘Inputs’ column of Table A1 refers
to those parameters that are intended to be provided by the user. The ‘Modeling’ column
details the aerothermodynamic modeling of each component based on the thermodynamic
properties at the inlet of the component and the physics behind the process. The aim of
the thermodynamic modeling is to find two independent properties that, along with the
gas composition (i.e., FAR), allow to determine the thermodynamic state (ζ) at the end
of the thermodynamic process, i.e., at the exit of the component. It should be noted that
the ζ could be determined based on static or total thermodynamic properties. Given that
in most of the engine components, there is no information (e.g., A or MN) to determine
the static properties, the total properties are used; however, in components such as the
ambient, the inlet duct (if fan diameter is provided), and both primary and secondary
nozzles, the static properties are also computed. The nomenclature used to summarize the
set of thermodynamic properties that are calculated once ζ is defined is as follows

[h, s, Cp, Cv, γ, R, c, ρ] = [static] = ζ(FAR, Z1, Z2) (A1)[
h0, s0, Cp0, Cv0, γ0, R0, c0, ρ0

]
= [total] = ζ0(FAR, Z10, Z20) (A2)

The expression ‘[static]’ or ‘[total]’ in Equations (A1) and (A2), respectively, refers to
the set of thermodynamic properties that are computed by the thermodynamic tables in
the AGCM. The set of thermodynamic properties h, s, Cp, Cv, γ, R, c, ρ correspond to static
properties, the same set is calculated for the total properties (subscript ‘0’). The expression
ζ(FAR, Z1, Z2) is intended to represent that the thermodynamic state is defined based
on FAR and two independent thermodynamic properties, Z1 and Z2, e.g., P-T, P-h or P-s.
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Finally, it is worth noting that all the thermodynamic processes in Table A1 are assumed
adiabatic, i.e.,

.
Qnet = 0.0.

Table A1. Detailed aerothermodynamic DP model.

Component Inputs Modeling

Ambient free stream

Flight conditions:
e.g., geometric altitude, MN,
∆TICAO-SA, engine flow (

.
m

or
.

mcorr), FAR (normally,
FAR = 0.0 at ambient
conditions)

ICAO standard atmosphere model:
[PICAO-SA, TICAO-SA] = f(geometric altitude)
Static properties
P = PICAO-SA; T = TICAO-SA + ∆TICAO-SA
Initialize FARin = 0.0 (i.e., dry air)
[static] = ζ(FARin, P, T)
Flight velocity
V = f(MNin, γ, R)
Initialize engine flow :

.
m =

.
min

Total properties
T0 = f(MNin, γ, T); P0 = f(T0/T, γ)
[total] = ζ0(FARin, P0, T0)

Subsonic inlet duct ∆P/P, Aout (optional), CD

Mass Conservation (MC) :
.

min =
.

mout; FARin = FARout
Energy Conservation (EC): h0,in = h0,out
P0,out = (1—∆P/P) * P0,in
[total]out = ζ0(FARout, P0,out, h0,out)
If exit area (i.e., Aout = fan face area) is provided, go to P1
P1-begin
Solve MFPout,calc

MFPout
− 1 = 0 and h0,out,calc

h0,out
− 1 = 0

Iterate on MNout and hout. Assume isentropic process (sin = sout = s0,out ).
Initial guesses for MNout = 0.55 and hout = h0,out
Hint. Use Matlab built-in function ‘fsolve’
[static]out = ζ(FARout, hout, sout)

MFPout =
.

mout
√

T0,out
CD Aout P0,out

, CD = 1.0 (for preliminary studies)
MFPout,calc= f(MNout, γout , Rout)
h0,out,calc = f(hout, Tout, MNout, γout, Rout)
P1-end
Normalized entropy (s) Balance (NsB)
s0,out
s0,in
− 1 ≥ λs; λs = −0.0001 (allowance for small negative numerical error)

Splitter β

MC :
.

min =
.

mout,sec +
.

mout,pri;
.

mout,pri =
1

1+β

.
min;

.
mout,sec = β

.
mout,pri; FARin = FARout,sec = FARout,pri

EC: h0,in = h0,out,sec = h0,out,pri
Assume no momentum loss, P0,in = P0,out,sec = P0,out,pri
Secondary (bypass) stream
[total]out,sec = ζ0(FARout,sec, P0,out,sec, h0,out,sec)
Primary (core) stream
[total]out,pri = ζ0(FARout,pri, P0,out,pri, h0,out,pri)

NsB :
(

1
1+β

s0,out,pri
s0,in

+
β

1+β
s0,out,sec

s0,in

)
− 1 ≥ λs

Combustor ∆P/P, η, T0,out, LHVfuel, hfuel

Exit pressure, P0,out = (1—∆P/P) * P0,in
EC:
Solve ηcalc

η − 1 = 0, iterating on FARout

Initial guess for FARout = 0.005
Hint. Use Matlab built-in function ‘fsolve’
[total]out = ζ0(FARout, P0,out, T0,out)

ηcalc =
FARout(h0,out−h f uel)+(h0,out−h0,in)

FARout LHVf uel

If solution attained, then
MC :

.
m f uel =

.
min(FARout − FARin);

.
min +

.
m f uel =

.
mout

NsB : s0,out
s0,in
− 1 ≥ λs
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Table A1. Cont.

Component Inputs Modeling

Compressor (e.g.,
fan, LPC, HPC) PR, η, ψi, Pf,i, w f ,i

MC :
.

min(1−∑n
i ψi) =

.
mout; ψi =

.
mbleed,i

.
min

FARin = FARout; FARbleed,i = FARin
Exit pressure after compression, P0,out = PR * P0,in
Ideal compression

(
s0,out,ideal = s0,in )

[total]out,ideal = ζ0,ideal(FARout, P0,out, sout,ideal)
EC: No Bleed Extraction (NBE)

.
WComp,ideal,NBE =

.
min
(
h0,in − h0,out,ideal

)
.

WComp,real,NBE = 1
ηComp

.
WComp,ideal,NBE

h0,out,real = h0,in −
.

WComp,real,NBE
.

min
Real compression, [total]out,real = ζ0,real(FARout, P0,out, h0,out,real)
Energy compensation due to bleed fraction not compressed to Pout

.
Wbleed,i =

.
mbleed,i

(
1− w f ,i

) (
h0,in − h0,out,real

)
.

WComp,real =
.

WComp,real,NBE −
n
∑
i

.
Wbleed,i

ith bleed extraction
h0,bleed,i = h0,in − w f ,i

(
h0,in − h0,out,real

)
P0,bleed,i = P0,in − Pf ,i

(
P0,in − P0,out

)
[total]bleed,i = ζ0,bleed,i(FARbleed,i, P0,bleed,i, h0,bleed,i)

NsB :
(
(1−∑n

i ψi)
s0,out,real

s0,in
+ ψi

s0,bleed,i
s0,in

)
− 1 ≥ λs

Duct
(e.g., bypass duct) ∆P/P

MC :
.

min =
.

mout; FARin = FARout
EC: h0,in = h0,out
Exit pressure, P0,out = (1–∆P/P) * P0,in
[total]out = ζ0(FARout, P0,out, h0,out)
NsB : s0,out

s0,in
− 1 ≥ λs

Turbine (e.g., HPT,
LPT) η, ηmech,

.
Pext,i

MC :
.

min =
.

mout; FARin = FARout
EC:

.
WTurb,real = −

.
WComp,real

ηmech
+

n
∑
i

.
Pext,i

h0, out,real =
.

WTurb,real
.

min
+ h0,in

.
WTurb,ideal =

.
WTurb,real

ηTurb

h0, out,ideal =
.

WTurb,ideal
.

min
+ h0,in

Ideal expansion
(
s0,in = s0,out,ideal )

[total]out,ideal = ζ0,ideal(FARout, h0,out,ideal , s0,out,ideal)
Real expansion

(
P0,out,real = P0,out,ideal )

[total]out,real = ζ0,real(FARout, h0,out,real , P0,out,real)
NsB : s0,out,real

s0,in
− 1 ≥ λs
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Table A1. Cont.

Component Inputs Modeling

Nozzle (e.g., primary,
secondary) CD, CV

MC :
.

min =
.

mout; FARin = FARout
EC: h0,in = h0,out
P0,in = P0,out
[total]out = ζ0(FARout, P0,out, h0,out)
Static properties when nozzle throat is choked (i.e., MNout = 1.0)
Solve MNout,chk − 1 = 0, iterating on Tout
Assume isentropic expansion

(
sout = s0,in ) to ambient pressure

Hint. Use Matlab built-in function ‘fsolve’
[static]out,chk = ζout,chk(FARout, Tout, sout)

Vout,chk =
√

2
(
h0,out − hout,chk

)
cout,chk =

√
(γRT)out,chk

MNout,chk =
Vout,chk
cout,chk

If solution attained, then
Determine if the nozzle is choked
If P0,out

Pout,chk
> P0,out

Pamb
, nozzle is choked

Then, Pout = Pout,chk
Else, Pout = Pamb
[static]out = ζ(FARout, Pout, sout)
Vout =

√
2(h0,out − hout); MNout =

Vout
cout

MFPout = f(MNout,γout, Rout)
Compute throat area,

Aout =
.

mout∗
√

T0,out
CD∗MFPout∗P0,out

Compute nozzle gross thrust
Fg = CDCV

( .
mV
)

out − CD Aout(Pout − Pamb)
NsB : sout

s0,in
− 1 ≥ λs

Bleed reinstatement
to flow stream (e.g.,
chargeable and
non-chargeable
cooling flow)

[total]bleed,
.

mbleed

MC :
.

min +
.

mbleed =
.

mout; FARout =
.

m f uel
.
(min−

.
m f uel)+

.
mbleed

EC:
h0, out =

.
min.
mout

h0, in +
.

mbleed.
mout

h0, bleed

Assume flow mixing process occurs at constant pressure
P0,in = P0,out = P0,bleed
[total]out = ζ0,out(FARout, h0,out, P0,out)
NsB:
1−

( .
min.
mout

s 0,in
s 0,out

+
.

mbleed.
mout

s0,bleed
s0,out

)
≥ λs

High-level
performance Γ,

.
m0, V0

Net thrust (Fn)
Fn = Fg,sec + Fg,pri − Fram − Γ
Fram =

( .
mV
)

0
For Fg,sec and Fg,pri see Nozzle calculations
Note. Assumed Γ = 0.0, i.e., no scrubbing drag
Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC)

SFC =
.

m f uel
Fn
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